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Neonatology is a rapidly expanding field of medicine, that is only beginning to become
the norm of today. We wanted to fuse our passion for this field of medicine with its historical
origins. While researching the developers of neonatology, we came across Dr. Couney and his
unique story. It makes sense to us now that when an infant is born early, warmth and
thermoregulation is the answer to continue the growing process. However, at the turn of the
century, this idea was peculiar. To understand this dynamic, we chose to research Couney’s
sideshows and build a personal connection to his work. Our goal is to share Couney’s story.

Couney’s unorthodox method of popularizing infant care fascinated us, and further
research locked us in. Our research process was extremely special. We started off by gathering as
much general knowledge as we could. We saw the stories of several preemie survivors

repeatedly throughout our research. It struck us that some of these “babies” were still around, so,
we sent out a few emails. We’ve been corresponding with six of Couney’s former patientsLucille Horn, Beth Allen, Carol Heinisch, Kathy Meyer, Jean and Jane Umbarger. Each of these
women was once condemned to death, but was saved by Couney. They have each individually
shared their stories, opinions and pictures with us. We obtained a strong personal connection
with Dr. Couney and his work, making the research we’ve conducted so special.

We chose to craft an exhibit in order to parallel Couney’s method of showcasing the
premature infants by portraying the contrasting “freak” and “infant” themes of our topic. The
boardwalks where Couney advertised his preemie sideshows were captivating and bold. Our
exhibit reflects this aspect of the sideshow, with lights representative of the time period catching
the viewer’s eye such as those used by Couney. We used pastel yellow paper and incorporated
artifacts like the vintage baby scale to represent the babies in our exhibit.

A hundred years ago, people generally believed premature babies were of lesser value
than full term babies. It became clear to us that Couney uniquely exchanged this old mentality
with new, innovative ideas that proved preemies could be saved to live healthy lives. Couney
lived his life bravely by exploring new ideas in a field that wasn’t accepted in the medical world.
To share and bring attention to his work, he exhibited premature babies as a sideshow, urging
encounters between regular people. In the early 1900’s, many mothers left their premature
infants to die due to high medical bills. Couney wanted to put an end to this dynamic. Therefore,
he charged the families of the premature infants nothing and only charged the viewers to watch
the “show”. Ultimately through the sideshows, his ideas were exchanged, and other countries and
doctors adapted his radical idea. Today, we don’t even think twice about the NICU, but at the

turn of the century, the human incubator was just another anomaly of the boardwalk.
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